THE PROOF is in
the PERFORMANCE

Over the past year, I am amazed how much Sadoff
has done for our company. If I have a question, my
sales rep addresses it immediately. Most of the time,
he comes to our shop personally to go over my
concerns. He puts things in simple terms so it is easy
to understand. He showed me the advantages of
having our scrap segregated to the extent we do.
Price difference between the grades is huge and
he showed us how much we would be gaining by
improving segregating. My sales rep places as
much value on us as he does his own company.
Glad to work with Sadoff!

— A Metal Service Center

When we transitioned to Sadoff it was
seamless! We had 11 roll-off containers and
several hoppers. Sadoff had everything
switched within 4 hours. Production ran
uninterrupted. They offered to switch the
equipment on a weekend. They have been
very helpful, and we are very happy!

— A Large Manufacturer

I use the Sadoff Information Portal all the
time. It is useful to see our scrap shipments

Sadoff is transparent with scrap pricing

in real time. They also send me a price letter

to my company, and this transparency is

tied to an index, so I know exactly what my

important to us. They help me understand

scrap price is going to be. Sadoff has always

the pricing mechanisms for my scrap metal

been helpful when we have questions.

and ensure I am getting the best value.

They often come on site to consult when

— A Large Appliance Manufacturer

appropriate. Their service is incredible. As
we switch jobs, Sadoff can adjust quickly
and pick up our scrap accordingly.

I was very impressed with the transition to
Sadoff Iron & Metal. You and the team behind you

— A Metal Fabricator

have been fantastic to work with. Everything about
the change was flawless, which is hard to accomplish.
You made it all look so easy and I didn’t have to
worry about a thing. I’ve not heard one complaint.
I appreciate the time and attention you took to help
us learn more about the scrap metal market.

— A Large Manufacturer
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